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The secret life of a Michigan couple unraveled when police discovered they’d committed 2 horrific
murders

When Carol Giles’s friend Nancy Billiter was found dead—she had been bound, sexually violated, and
injected with a lethal dose of battery acid and heroin—detectives in Michigan traced Billiter’s death back to
Giles and her boyfriend, Tim Collier. Police also learned that the diabolical duo shared another secret: They
had murdered Giles’s husband, Jessie.
 
Jessie, who had died months before Billiter, was disinterred, and an autopsy proved he’d been given a lethal
shot of heroin instead of his prescribed insulin. Homebound and diabetic, Jessie was a heroin dealer. Police
determined that Giles—who was fed up with taking care of her husband and children—along with her lover,
Collier, had stolen the fatal dose from Jessie’s own drug supply. The cops surmised that Billiter’s death
might have been due to her knowledge of the couple’s plot. In their dramatic trial, Giles and Collier turned
against each other, but both were eventually convicted of murder.
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From reader reviews:

Michael Patterson:

Have you spare time for a day? What do you do when you have a lot more or little spare time? Yeah, you can
choose the suitable activity intended for spend your time. Any person spent their own spare time to take a
move, shopping, or went to the Mall. How about open as well as read a book eligible Needle Work? Maybe
it is for being best activity for you. You realize beside you can spend your time along with your favorite's
book, you can better than before. Do you agree with it has the opinion or you have various other opinion?

Tammy Robinson:

A lot of people always spent their particular free time to vacation or perhaps go to the outside with them
family members or their friend. Did you know? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just
watching TV, or even playing video games all day long. In order to try to find a new activity that's look
different you can read any book. It is really fun for yourself. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent all
day long to reading a reserve. The book Needle Work it is rather good to read. There are a lot of people who
recommended this book. These folks were enjoying reading this book. Should you did not have enough
space to create this book you can buy typically the e-book. You can m0ore quickly to read this book out of
your smart phone. The price is not to cover but this book possesses high quality.

Penny Risley:

The book untitled Needle Work contain a lot of information on it. The writer explains your ex idea with easy
approach. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do certainly not worry, you can easy to
read it. The book was published by famous author. The author will take you in the new period of literary
works. It is easy to read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or program, so you can read
the book in anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can open up their official web-site
and also order it. Have a nice go through.

William Sanders:

Do you like reading a book? Confuse to looking for your preferred book? Or your book had been rare? Why
so many question for the book? But any people feel that they enjoy to get reading. Some people likes reading
through, not only science book but also novel and Needle Work or maybe others sources were given
expertise for you. After you know how the great a book, you feel would like to read more and more. Science
reserve was created for teacher or students especially. Those publications are helping them to put their
knowledge. In various other case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Needle Work to make your
spare time considerably more colorful. Many types of book like this one.
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